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ABSTRACT

!ere existed in China a close link between (male) friendship values and travel 
culture. But how did men create and maintain friendships when opportunities for 
traveling were greatly reduced? !is article examines the social interactions of four 
men who lived through the Yuan-Ming transition, Gao Qi, Wang Xing, Zhang 
Yu, and Xu Ben. !e Yuan-Ming transition was a particularly unfavourable pe-
riod for traveling and establishing social networks. By examining how interaction 
among literati is linked to the local geographical landscape, this article reveals the 
myriad ways in which these four men were nevertheless able to sustain a rich net-
work of diverse friendships.
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INTRODUCTION

In Imperial China, there was a “close a#nity between the concept of you 友 
(friends) and that of you 遊 (travel)” (Huang 2007: 6). Since friendships were 
mostly valued for their utility in the public world beyond the con$nes of 
the family home—making it an exclusively male a%air—having many friends 
presupposed the ability to make journeys while the ability to travel afar meant 
better networking opportunities (Shields 2015: 53–54, 61–74). But how did 
men create and maintain friendships when opportunities for traveling were 
greatly reduced?
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 For literati living in and around Suzhou during the transition from 
the Yuan dynasty 元 (1279–1368) to the Ming dynasty 明 (1368–1644) such 
opportunities were reduced in many ways. &e Mongols suspended tradi-
tional catalysts for friendship and travel such as the examination and civil 
service systems (Shields 2015: 64) and civil war and the rise of local warlords 
during the collapse of the Yuan made long journeys unsafe and impracti-
cal. Moreover, when Zhu Yuanzhang 朱元璋 (1328–1398), the $rst emperor 
of the Ming, re-established order, he applied restrictions on the social and 
physical mobility of the residents of Suzhou, as the city was the former power 
base of his rival Zhang Shicheng 張士誠 (1321–1367). In one of the few 
publications on friendship in the Yuan-Ming transition, Gerritsen states that 
“elite men had few opportunities to travel widely and establish social net-
works (you 遊)” and that “there were precious few social spaces within which 
male relationships and friendships among men… could be forged” (Gerritsen 
2007: 36–37). 
 And yet, Suzhou during the fall of the Yuan is known for its thriving 
“salon culture” and “elegant gatherings” (yaji 雅集) hosted between poets, art-
ists, and wealthy patrons (West 2011: 604). Being limited in one’s ability to 
travel far and wide did not make pursuing friendships any less important. But 
in order to make friendships work, men had to rely more on the surrounding 
landscape to $nd locations where they could meet and interact. Friendship 
between literati was not just an abstract value. To understand how friendships 
were performed in 14th century Suzhou one must take into account the role 
played by the local physical environment in facilitating social interaction.
 &is article focuses on the social relationships of four of the most 
prominent and proli$c writer-poets who were active in Suzhou during the 
Yuan-Ming transition and who considered each other as “friends” (you 友)  
—Gao Qi 高啟 (1336-1374), Wang Xing 王行 (1331–1395), Zhang Yu 張羽 
(1333–1385), and Xu Ben 徐賁 (1335–1380). &ey are also known as lead-
ing members of a literary group called the “Ten Friends of the North City 
Wall” (Beiguo shi you 北郭十友), named after the district where they lived 
and congregated near the northern part of Suzhou’s city walls. Reluctant to 
get caught up in the political upheavals of the time, the group is lauded for 
their poetic and artistic engagements in the pursuit of leisure and noble self-
cultivation with like-minded friends (Mote 1962: 94-97).
 Recent studies, however, have shown that the “Ten Friends of the 
North City Wall” was mostly a late Ming invention: membership was not 
$xed, their congregations were poorly recorded, and the signi$cance of the 



north city wall district was limited (Cai 1987: 35–37; Ouyang 1996: 304–
307). Instead, Gao Qi, Wang Xing, Zhang Yu, and Xu Ben were forced to 
spend the greater parts of their lives as itinerants in the surroundings of Su-
zhou. While previous studies focus on their mutual friendship in the north 
city wall district, this article examines how their erratic lifestyle created a 
unique context in which meaningful relationships could be forged despite the 
restrictions on mobility.

1. RECLUSE RETREATS: WITHDRAWAL OR ENGAGEMENT

&e place that is mentioned most often in the correspondences of Gao Qi, 
Wang Xing, Zhang Yu, and Xu Ben is not the north city wall district but the 
latter’s mountain retreat on Shu Mountain (Shushan 蜀山) in Wuxing 吳
興. In 1364, when Zhu Yuanzhang’s forces threatened to assault Suzhou, Xu 
Ben decided to follow the lead of his friend Zhang Yu, who had left the city 
earlier to take up residence on Dai Mountain (Daishan 戴山) in Wuxing, to 
move there as well. Together, they adopted a solitary existence dedicated to 
study and moral self-cultivation (Jingju ji 4.768). It was not uncommon for 
wealthy residents of Suzhou to own additional property in the countryside 
and their retreat conformed to the then prevailing Confucian ideal not to 
serve or participate in public life in times of adversity until the times would 
be right again (Mote 1960: 205–206).
 We should not, however, regard Xu Ben’s departure as a retreat from 
all social life. In fact, Shu Mountain stands out because of an abundance of 
parting poems and prefaces to see Xu Ben o%, correspondences sent to and 
from Shu Mountain, and “records” (ji 記) celebrating his isolated abode and 
solitary lifestyle (e.g. Banxuan ji 5.350; Gao Qingqiu ji 853–854). &ese ex-
changes had the e%ect of familiarising his friends in the city with his new 
abode and making his noble retreat more visible to the world. In the words of 
Wang Xing, “Mr. Xu Youwen [Ben] from my district retreated to Shu Moun-
tain in Wuxing to enjoy himself with literary activities; disengaged from the 
world, yet not completely detached from the world either” 吾郡徐君幼文
避地居吳興之蜀山，以著述自樂，無與於世，亦非與世相絕 (Banxuan ji 
5.350).
 On several occasions Xu Ben received visitors on Shu Mountain. One 
visit by his former neighbour Lü Min 呂敏 is known to us from a painting 
and a poem that Xu Ben created for him as a souvenir. &e painting, dated 
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1371, is called Shu Mountain 蜀山圖 and shows a mountainous landscape 
with a small residence hidden in the bottom right corner ($gure 1). An ac-
companying inscription reveals that it represents Xu Ben’s own dwelling: “Af-
ter you return home and look at this [painting], I am sure it will remind you 
of my mountain residence because of the poem” 君歸而觀此，必旋能因詩
而念我山居也 (Shigu tangshu hua huikao 37.560–61). 
 Depictions of speci$cally recognisable locations like Shu Mountain—
a Yuan genre dubbed “landscapes of property” by Vinograd (1982: 11–13)—
were typically addressed to a private audience made up of men who were 
familiar with the location. We know from additional inscriptions on Xu Ben’s 
painting that Lü Min $rst showed the painting to Zhang Yu on Dai Moun-
tain and then brought it to Crane Ladle Mountain (Hepiaoshan 鶴瓢山) in 
Kunshan 昆山 where it was put on display (Shigu tangshu hua huikao 37.560–
61). Crane Ladle Mountain was the estate of a Daoist priest called Li Rui 李
睿, who was fond of organizing literary gatherings and artistic exhibitions. 
&ese were frequently attended by Gao Qi, Wang Xing, Zhang Yu, and Xu 
Ben (e.g. Gao Qingqiu ji 695, 158–159), and featured among others the lat-
ter’s painting of the familiar landscape of Shu Mountain. 
 &e shared familiarity assumed by “landscapes of property” made this 
genre a great tool for creating and maintaining intimacy in a friendship over 
distance and through time, and there used to be a number of paintings of Shu 
Mountain—now lost—circulating among Xu Ben’s friends and acquaintanc-
es (e.g. Gao Qingqiu ji 774–775).

2. BUDDHIST MONASTERIES: PARTING PREFACES

Li Rui was a Daoist priest of considerable reputation, but for Gao Qi, Wang 
Xing, Zhang Yu, and Xu Ben Crane Ladle Mountain was mainly a convenient 
place where they could regularly convene with peers in a congenial setting. 
It was for this same reason that they liked to visit Buddhist monasteries. For 
Wang Xing, monasteries were “tranquil and secluded—unlike the towns and 
cities—where scholars who are troubled by worldly a%airs regularly go to” 蕭
閑森爽，不與井邑類，大夫士之煩於塵坌者時之焉 (Banxuanji, fangwai 
buyi, 465). Unsurprisingly, many of their close companions were members of 
the Buddhist clergy. Gao Qi says that he was “happy that among the Bud-
dhists there are those who are worth befriending and traveling with” 喜佛者
之有可與游者 (Gao Qingqiu ji 893–894).
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Figure 1. 
Xu Ben, "Shu Mountain" 
(Shushan tu 蜀山圖), 1371, 
hanging scroll, ink on paper. 
National Palace Museum, 
Taiwan.
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 Two monasteries that they frequently visited were the Requiting 
Kindness Monastery (Bao’ensi 報恩寺), located in the northern part of Su-
zhou, and Cloud Cli% Monastery (Yunyansi 雲巖寺) on Tiger Hill (Huqiu 
虎丘), a scenic site just outside the city. &ey were well received by the abbots 
and had grown intimate with some of the more lettered monks who joined 
them in their reveries. We mainly know about these interactions from the 
remarkably high number of parting prefaces that they wrote for these monks 
(e.g. Gao Qingqiu ji 890-91; Banxuan ji 12.432–33).
 “Parting prefaces” (songxing xu 送行序) were a crucial means for es-
tablishing relationships and maintaining social networks. &ey reached their 
high point in the Yuan (Chen 2007: 333) when they were widely used as 
“introduction letters,” a material support for “traveling literati” (youshi 遊士) 
who sought to establish themselves at unfamiliar destinations (ibid.: 337–
339, 345–352). &ey operated on the concept of “knowing a person from his 
associations” and were preferably requested from amongst the most prestig-
ious of a person’s acquaintances (ibid.: 373–76). 
 As some of Suzhou’s leading poets, Gao Qi, Wang Xing, Zhang Yu, 
and Xu Ben wrote hundreds of parting prefaces for close friends and distant 
acquaintances alike. Even at local monasteries, where they hoped to escape 
the public world, they were confronted with these mundane requests. In a 
parting preface for the monk Xubai 虛白 of the Cloud Cli% Monastery, Gao 
Qi re'ects on this irony:

!is year’s autumn, Xubai will travel to the east and he came over 
to request a word to present (“presentation word” (zengyan 贈言), 
or “parting preface”). I do not think Xubai is a man who follows 
worldly pursuits, why would he like me to boast about him? 
今年秋，虛白將東遊，來請一言以為贈。余以虛白非有求於
世者，豈欲余張之哉？ (Gao Qingqiu ji  893–94)

Buddhist monasteries were excellent sites to forge friendships and expand 
one’s social network. By requesting parting prefaces from men like Gao Qi, 
Wang Xing, Zhang Yu, and Xu Ben, they conveyed the message that the 
bearer was not only a devout Buddhist but also a man who enjoys cultured 
relationships beyond the con$nes of the monastery. At the same time, ac-
cepting these requests was a great opportunity for the author to enhance his 
reputation as a meaningful supporter of the Buddhist lay community.



3. HISTORICAL SITES: POLITICAL RELATIONSHIPS

&e historical record of these monasteries undoubtedly played an important 
part in their fame and ability to attract visitors. Tiger Hill, atop of which was 
built Cloud Cli% Monastery known as the burial site of the great King Helü 
闔閭 (514-496 BCE) of the ancient kingdom of Wu 吳 (Milburn 2013: 224–
229); and the Requiting Kindness Monastery, one of the oldest Buddhist 
compounds in Suzhou, can be dated back to Sun Quan 孫權 (182–252 CE) 
of the kingdom of Wu of the &ree Kingdoms Period (Xie 1998: 122–24). 
Gao Qi, Wang Xing, Zhang Yu, and Xu Ben showed great interest in the 
history of these and other sites. But their interest was not always an innocent 
form of antiquarianism; it was also a way of maintaining delicate political 
relationships within a politically fractured time.
 Zhang Shicheng seized Suzhou in 1356. In 1363, he proclaimed 
himself King of Wu (Wu Wang 吳王) and reigned independently in the 
region until he was defeated by Zhu Yuanzhang in 1367. Never during the 
more than ten years that the rebel leader operated in Suzhou did Gao Qi, 
Wang Xing, Zhang Yu, or Xu Ben o%er their services. &is did not mean, 
however, that they were reluctant to associate with fellow literati in his ser-
vice. One high ranking o#cial in Zhang Shicheng’s government and particu-
lar friend of Gao Qi was the eccentric Rao Jie 饒介 (1300–1367), who was 
notorious for his wild extravagances and indulgence in wine. Apparently, he 
was impressed by Gao Qi’s talents and wished to assimilate him into Zhang 
Shicheng’s rebel enterprise (Mote 1962: 67–68, 112–113). 
 Likely for this purpose, he invited Gao Qi to be part of his circle in a 
day trip to Numinous Cli% (Lingyanshan 靈巖山). &is site west of Suzhou 
was chosen speci$cally for its local historical signi$cance. It was known as 
the former site of the Lodging-Beauties Palace (Guanwagong 館娃宮), built 
by the great King Fuchai 夫差 (r. 495–473 BCE), son of King Helü (Milburn 
2013: 277–84). In a record that Rao Jie asked Gao Qi to compose of their 
trip he mentions that the sites on the mountain that they visited were “all 
remnant places of the revels and banquets of King Fuchai of Wu” 皆吳王夫
差宴游之遺處也 (Gao Qingqiu ji 862-63). He then adds that it is only proper 
to visit such famous local scenic sites with men of local signi$cance:
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Nowadays, the Numinous Cli" is known as a distinguished moun-
tain, and each one of you is regarded as a distinguished scholar. !e 
mountain and you are like each other and therefore bear similar 
worth. Can this just be a coincidence? 
今靈巖為名山，諸公為名士，蓋必相須而適相值 ，夫豈偶
然哉？ (ibid.)

&e associative link between the ancient kingdom of Wu and Zhang 
Shicheng’s renegade Kingdom of Wu made Numinous cli% a great site for 
forging uno#cial political bonds with Rao Jie’s associates and serving o#-
cials in Zhang Shicheng’s government without openly supporting their cause. 
With some of these associates and o#cials, such as Zhang Xian 張憲 ('. 
1380) and Jin Qi 金起, Gao Qi continued to visit places that were part of 
the local landscape and ancient history of Suzhou, including the aforemen-
tioned Requiting Kindness Monastery (Gao Qingqiu ji 568–69) and Cloud 
Cli% Monastery (Gao Qingqiu ji 565–66).

4. FLEETING GARDENS: IN WORD AND IMAGE

Not every site possessed a well-established historical record and some had 
yet to be put on the map. Within the city walls of Suzhou there were multi-
ple gardens of private owners that Gao Qi, Wang Xing, Zhang Yu, and Xu 
Ben frequently visited as guests. One of these was the Stone Lion Garden 
(Shizilin 獅子林) in the north-eastern section of the city, constructed in 1348 
by the Chan monk Tianru 天如 (Xie 1998: 126–27). When they visited the 
site in the early 1370s, it was only a few decades old and still lacked the his-
torical record and reputation that it now enjoys.
 During the Yuan, the interaction between “host” and “guest” usu-
ally required that the host provided the place where guests could share and 
display their skills and talents, while in turn the reputation of his illustrious 
guests was expected to fashion an identity for him as a “man of culture” (Sen-
sabaugh 2009: 134). Commonly, the way to reciprocate their host’s hospital-
ity was for guests to use their literary and artistic skills and familiarity with 
the place to represent in word and image the properties where they were 
allowed to gather. &ese then bene$ted not only the reputation and fame of 
the host (Sensabaugh 2009) but those of the place and the visitors as well. 
 In the autumn of 1372, Gao Qi, Wang Xing, and a few other ac-



quaintances visited the Stone Lion Garden. During their visit, the guests 
composed a set of twelve poems on each of the garden’s scenic sites. On 
the request of the garden’s new owner, Reverend Yin 因公, these were then 
carved on a stone or multiple stones and placed in the garden (Banxuan ji, 
fangwai buyi, 466). In addition, Reverend Yin had the twelve poems copied 
and assembled into a scroll with a preface provided by Gao Qi (Gao Qingqiu 
ji 888–89). He then invited Xu Ben over in 1374 to have the same scenic 
sites rendered in a painting album of twelve leaves with accompanying poems 
($gure 2). 
 Not long after, however, the garden lost its function as a site for social 
and literary gatherings and fell into disrepair. While the physical garden de-
teriorated, the renditions of the garden in word and image continued to sur-
vive and change hands. Finally, the poem scroll and the album leaves were ac-
quired by Wang Shimao 王世懋 (1536–1588) and his brother, the renowned 
garden owner and patron of garden culture, Wang Shizhen 王世貞 (1526–
1590). &ey were happy with the acquisition for they were of the opinion that 
“the e%ect of writing and painting can add another couple of hundred years 
and thus save the garden from sinking further into decay” 書畫力更可得
數百載，將以救兹林之泯泯然 (Yanzhou Shanren xugao 171.7816–18). Not 
only did they ensure the garden a place within the cultural landscape and 
history of Suzhou, but the literary and visual recordings of the garden that 
the guests created on the owner’s request enhanced the personal reputation 
of the authors as well. &e poem set on the Stone Lion Garden by Gao Qi, 
Wang Xing, and the other participants, in the words of one scholar, counts 
“still among the most celebrated works in garden literature” (Sun 2010: 5).
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Figure 2.
Xu Ben, “Embracing Sunshine Peak” (Hanhuifeng 含暉峰), scene from Stone Lion Garden 

(Shizilin tu 獅子林圖), 1371. album leaf, ink on paper. National Palace Museum, Taiwan.
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CONCLUSION

In the end, there were few correspondences between Gao Qi, Wang Xing, 
Zhang Yu, and Xu Ben that did not revolve around a concrete physical place. 
In this article I have presented only a few of these places. What they show 
is that with pathways into the examination system and government support 
closed o%, it became all the more important for literati scholars in Suzhou 
to create alternative spaces where they could meet, socialise, and exchange 
works. Although these men might not have been able to travel as freely and 
extensively as their counterparts from previous or later dynasties, the land-
scape surrounding the city was dotted with scenic spots, which still o%ered 
ample opportunities for excursions, sight-seeing, and literary expositions, 
without requiring the traversing of great distances or extensive journeys. All 
these places were conveniently located on the border between the imagined 
and the real, and allowed literati to negotiate between, on the one hand, the 
desire for comfort and companionship, and on the other hand, the need for 
public recognition and acknowledgment. Each of these places and the net-
work opportunities that they provided proved essential in the development 
of Gao Qi, Wang Xing, Zhang Yu, and Xu Ben as some of Suzhou’s leading 
poets and painters.
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